
























































where  funds 
should go 
















 at a press 
conference,  
"unless  for 
some
 reason 
I saw them 
as improper." 
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false  assassination 
attempt  and three 
bomb
 threats marred 
a 
conference hosted by 
SJSU
 at Rickey's Hyatt House 
in
 Palo 
Alto  last 
weekend,  
The 
Model  United Nations 
conference  was nearly 
adjourned  a day 
early after a 
delegate  from the University of California 
at Davis entered 
the 




ternoon and used 





The  suspect, wearing an 
Arabic
 keffiyeb, fired two blank
 shots at the 
delegate 
from Phoenix College, 
representing
 Israel, 
then  ran 
out of the 
TOOM.  
Almost simultaneously,
 in three other 
meetings,  SJSU students 
acting as officers 
received bomb threats. The 
officers  suspended their 
meetings and met together with Palo 
Alto police to discuss cancellation of 
the remaining conference activities. 
Most 
SJSU
 officers agreed the shooting was a prank, and 
the bomb 
threats were either a coincidence or a coordinated joke. 
Just 
before 
midnight,  John 
Patrick 
Silviera,  of 
Davis,  turned
 himself 





Silviera made a formal apology. 
The  'old 
days' 
recalled   
"I"d be 
sorry  to see the Reed 
disappear,"
 Fullerton 
said.  "I think 
it's the kind 
of magazine 
we should 
see go on in 
the university." 




 is "no secret."
 
Fullerton suggested 
that  Reed, 
and arts programs
 in general, that 
are not getting as 
much  A.S. support 
as they did a decade 
ago, should look 
to off
-campus
 community sources 
for further funding, as is already 
being done by some 
programs,
 
especially music programs. 
Fullerton 
has vetoed




 by the 




Last spring, A.S. 
granted the 
Flying 20 Club an allocation 
of
 $2,500 
winch was to send a flight 
team  back 
to the 
national  championships in 
Monroe, Louisiana. 
Fullerton 
said the team was in 
violation of Executive Order 82, a 
directive by the California State 
University and Colleges system 
Chancellor's Office that the 
university not fund programs of 
"high risk." 
That veto is now being contested 
by Larry Graves, president of the 
Flying 20 club, who says the funds 
were to pay for getting the team to 
the competition on a 
commercial  




















April  23. 
1980
 
by David Flothah, 
Keeping 
an ancient rhythm 
Using instruments like the okedo,
 jos.ke, and shime 
drums, the Taiko
 Dojo
 of San Francisco perform 
the 
centuries -old drum 
music  of Japan as part of Asian 
Spring  




okedo (above) is made with 















lonolulu  and 
as far 













































 music, a 








 the late 





silent movie made by students in 
1929, mamy of whom were present 
Saturday. 
"The college has changed so 
much," one graduate 
said. "I just 
don't know
 where lam." 
"Except for the Fower, which 
most of you 
remember," SJSU 
President Gail Fullerton told the 
graduates during the luncheon, 

















 small and very 
friendly," 
Leota (Henry) Sweeney, 
a 1929 graduate, 
remembered.  
"We
 were all 
very
 close 
friends,"  Cesarina ( Pensa ) Loustalt
 
said. "Everybody
 turned out for 
things  today it's 
just
 a college 
where you go to class and
 then go 
home. People 
are  more interested in 
themselves 
than
 in being part of 
each other's lives." 
Memories 
were stirred when a 
dance band, 
which  included two 
membes of a band
 that once played 
for 
weekly noontime







 from the '20s
 and '30s. 
by Mark 
Schwdb  













A 1930 clipping from the 
weekly  
State College Times, predecessor of 
the Spartan Daily, described those 
dances as "living a hectic existence 
to the tune of wailing saxes, gasping 
pianos, throbbing drums and the 
rhythm of shuffling feet." 
"At 86 I want to dance so bad I 




 Berger said as 
she swayed to the music that filled 
the room. 
When Berger was a student, the 
school, which was called San Jose 
Normal School, produced mostly 
teachers, offered only two-year 
degrees and had few male students. 
"If we had 10 or 20 I'd be sur-
prised," Berger said. 




used  to ride the 
streetcar to 




Saturday  was Leora Surrhyne, who 
graduated in 1910 
on
 the same day 
the newly
-built Tower Hall was 
dedicated. 
The slide show 
drew laughter 
and nostalgic 
sighs from the 
audience. Shots of 










graduated  in 1930, 
returned 
to teach in 1934 and retired 
in 1971 as Dean of the School of 
Education. 
"The faculty 
liked  to do a lot of 
the things that 















 Japanese-Americans will have a 
chance to make a 
pilgrimage  to Tule 
Lake,  the 
site of a World 
War II concentration






 a member of the
 Tule Lake 
Committee,
 spoke








Ching's  talk was 
one  of the 
events







































































































the  racist incarceration of 
the Japanese people during the war as part of 
their history of oppression and resistance 
in the 
U.S. and also to learn from the experiences of the 
past to draw lessons for 
our struggles today." 
He said the pilgrimages are a good ex-
perience for all generations of Japanese, 
because  it helps them to bring out their 
feelings  
about 
the things that either they or 
their parents 
suffered.  
Ching said the committee is also planning to 
go to Klamath Falls, Ore., for a few days to 
commemorate  some Japanese who are buried 
there in a 
common  grave. 
The internment camps days of Tule Lake 
began in 1942 when President Franklin Roosevelt 
signed an 
executive order authorizing the in-
carceration
 
of 112,000  Japanese
 living in the 
United States. Most of them were given
 as litle as 
24 hours notice to move
 out of their homes. 
The government used the prctext of 
"military  
necessity" to prevent
 any "acts of 
sabotage" on 
the part of any Japanese-








were forced to live
 in crowded conditions, with 




According to Ching, 
the Japanese did not 
submit to these conditions 






strikes and protest riots. 
This incarceration lasted for four years until 
the Japanese were released in 1946. 
Ching said little 
remains
 of the actual 
campsite 
which  was considered a segregation 
center for 
"troublemakers."
 Only a trace of 
foundations remain where barracks once stood. 
Tule  Lake was one of the last
 concentrations 
camps to close, according 
to Ching, because 
American officials did not know
 what to do with 
the Japanese. 
"They were supposed to be 
returned  to 
Japan, but
 many did not go because of the poor 
conditions  in Japan at that time" after the war, 






to go  or 
what to do. If they went home they 
weren't  sure 
if they would find they still had a home." 
In 1979 Tule Lake was











by Scott Hinrichs 
A group called
 Californians for 
Smoking and Non-Snioking 
Sections  
is seeking signatures at SJSU for an 




measure is titled the 
"Smoking and No Smoking 
Sections  
Act of 1980," 
and provides for 
designated 
smoking sections and 
signs in 
every "enclosed public 
place, place
 of employment, 
educational
 facility, enclosed health 
facility and clinic." 
A similar initiative
 on the 
November 1978 ballot,
 Proposition 5, 
was defeated by California
 voters, 
according to the registrar of 
voters.  
Mike 




 for Smoking and 
Non -Smoking Sections, who was 
operating a petition table outside the 
Student
 Union, said the initiative 
measure was 
drafted  by members of 
the American Lung 
Association.
 the 
American Cancer Society, the 
American 
Heart Association, the 
Sierra Club and the Group
 Against 
Smoking Pollution (GASP..  
Petitions are to be turned in for 
a 
May  20 deadline to qualify for the 











are  needed. 
"It is real 
hard to tell how the 





 about a half a 
million petitions circulating 
statewide."  
The document 
describes  its 
purpose as to "stroke a 
reasonable 
balance" between smokers and the 
"need of non-smokers to breathe 
smoke -free air." It further states, 
"The need to breathe smoke-free air 
should have priority." 
The
 text states that the measure 
would not govern outdoor areas or 
private
 residences, 
Smoking sections, the initiative 
states, "need not be 
separated  by 
walls, partitions or other barriers," 
and requires no walls or barriers to 
be built. 
"Any employee 
working  in an 
enclosed place of employment who 
desires his 
or her work station to be 
in a no-smoking section or area shall 
be so accommodated." 
Furthermore, it states, "Any 
facility or area 
may be designated in 
its entirety as a no-smoking area by 
the owner or manager thereof." 
The measure calls for the 
posting of conspicuous signs in every 
no-smoking section. In private 
buildings the owner 
or the person 
renting the space is responsible for 
the signs. 
In public 
buildings  the measure 
specifies  that signs
 are to be posted 
at every entrance and are to specify 
that smoking
 is allowed only in 
designated areas or "single oc-
cupant offices." 
A violation of any provision of 
the 
measure
 calls fora $15 fine 
to
 be 







































by Janet Fields 
sten flier  
During Lesbian and Gay 
Awareness  Week I April 14-181, as 
with "Womyn's Week" last month, 
both positive and 
negative  com-




 got upset when 
they 
learned
 that A.S. funded 
"Womyn's Week"
 $8,050 and 
Lesbian and Gay
 Awareness Week, 
$8,600.
 Some felt the 
"weeks"  were 
totally unnecessary, 
but on the other 
hand, several 
women said that 
'Womyn's Week' had been an 





asset  to our campus, but 
SJSU 
should not be the sole 





all, consider the good 
points. The "weeks" were 
necessary  
to raise people's awareness of issues 
they had not considered. Persons 
often go through life with blinders 











 persons make jokes 
about gays while
 not realizing a 
homosexual 
is








recognize  a gay 
person.
 If I had 
walked into an 
event  for Gay 
Awareness 
Week  ignorant to 
the 
nature of the
 speech or 
workshop.  I 
wouldn't  have 
recognized  the 
audience as gay. 
I 
know how it 





 one's feelings. 
After 
my brother 
was killed, I 
was very 
sensitive  to jokes about 
death, 
funerals and corpses.
 Other persons 
were 
unaware



























with  several 
hundred 
persons  




































































was only one activity exclusively for 
male homosexuals. 
"Womyn's Week" also included 




plained that it not only overlapped 
with Lesbian and Gay Awareness 
Week, but with Black Awareness 
Month, Semana Chicana and Asian -
American Spring Festival, because 
Williams felt "Womyn's Week" 
should include all women. 
I agree with Williams but, 
although there was only one activity 
labeled for lesbians, many of the key 














 tipping is simple:
 A job well done 
should be rewarded. The reality of it is not 




standard  tip is around 15 
percent. I suppose less
 
could
 be given for a particularly
 poor performance, 
while  
more  could be given if 
the recipient ( tipee?
 has been 
impressive.
 
Tipping has,  
however, 
evolved
 into a 






At some restaurants, the tip is added to the bill. The 
customer has no say in how much 
"rewarding"  the ser-
vice deserved. This is to protect the hard-working em-
ployee from light -tippers. What is to protect the customer 
from a waiter with absolutely no incentive to please? 
The restaurant business is one that is built 
with the 
minimum wage as its foundation. The help is paid as little 
as possible because the business is run on such a tight 
profit margin. That precious profit might be  easier to 
obtain if 
the employees were paid a good wage to do a 
good job. Instead, most eateries would rather see how 
little 
they can get away with paying. 
This is why 
the usual excuse for tipping is that since 
the pay is low, 
restaurant workers live and die by the tip. 
If a diner leaves a small tip or, heaven forbid, no tip at 
all, he is scorned as a tightwad. 
Most
 patrons with this 
kind of 
reputation would be vindicated if 
the  question of 
quality
 of service were raised before 
that of their 
stinginess. 
Years ago, tipping was looked on 
as an insult. There 
were signs in some 
restaurants
 that said, "Tipping is un-
American." It 
was believed that a person was paid for a 
job well-done. A tip was considered "charity." 
In some places it still is. Would you tip a doctor or a 
lawyer? No, because they are "professionals." 
Why do 
other professions insist on belittling them-
selves by accepting low pay and then making up the 
deficit by hoping customers will leave a gratuity? 
A proper wage would help guarantee good service, 
tipping would be unnecessary and customers
 would know 
where they stand before they  pay the bill. 
Yes, prices would go up a bit with the higher 
wages, 
but there would be no unspoken charges to be dealt with 
after the service is rendered. 
Those who receive tips might not like the idea because 
the tax man would know how much they make. Right now, 
less than half the tips in this country are claimed for tax 
purposes. Why should only certain job -holders
 be privy to 
this "underground income?" 
In the interest of professionalism, honesty and 
common sense, tipping should be eliminated or at least 













 the school 
had lots of 
money 
to spend, it 
would  be 
great
 to 
totally  fund these 
weeks. But SJSU 





of the week's 
par-
ticipants are 
not  from the SJSU 
campus and do not 
contribute to AS. 
funds, community 
resources should 
be an additional source of 
funds.  
Also, for the amount 
of money 
spent, few students 
attended  the 
activities. (Few SJSU
 students 
attend any school 
activity,
 though. 
Gays are a 
small percentage of 
the population, and this probably 




 Gay Awareness Week, 
but women constitute more than half 
the population. Some women, who 
didn't consider
 themselves radical 
feminists, were reluctant
 to attend 
"Womyn"s Week." 
The directors of 
"Womyn's  
Week" did a good job, but,
 in order 
to include all women, there 
should  
be an effort to attract women 
who 
are
 unfamiliar with or only slightly 
involved in the feminist movement. 
Also, part of the purpose of 
Lesbian
 and Gay Awareness Week 
was to educate 
heterosexuals on gay 
issues and dispel 























































































































































a sense, the opinions of the
 
bike mechanic printed in Friday's 
Daily are
 right. The current 
economic situation and ever -
looming gas 
crisis
 will demand 
certain changes: The day may come 
when everyone might very well have 
to ride 
a bike  that's not the issue. 
The Reed 
is important  not in 
the tangible sense of saving gas  
it's important as art. Coun-
cilmembers have charged that the 
Reed .s too elite, that it appeals only 
to a 
select  few. This simply is not 
true. 
They
 have based their 
assumption  on the fact that the Reed 
does not 
sell  well; they have 
determined









 art can exist only 
through 
enlightened  patronage  
such 
patronage  the AS. Council has 
denied.
 
In their denial, they have,
 in 
fact, brought about economic 
censorship.
 Without funding, the 
Reed can't
 continue to exist. Without 
the Reed, 
students  will no longer 
have public exposure to their 
creative 
expressions  (2,700 sub-
missions for the 1980 
issue  is clear 
indication that the Reed does reach 
more than a select
 few). Without 
Reed, SJSU will no longer
 find its 
reflection through its art, 34 years of 
creative history will stop. 
The Reed is important  too 
important to let 
die.
 
I will not believe that the 
decisions  reached by the AS. 
Council
 reflect the decisions of the 
student 
body as a whole. The 
decision to deny funding for Reed 




unenlightened and short-sighted to 
the degree that they probably would 








I wish to take this opportunity to 
thank the A.S. Council for opening 
my eyes  how could I have been so 
blind as not to see their inherent 
wisdom? 
They were absolutely right to 
curtail funding to Reed magazine. 
Just because the Reed is the only 
student -sponsored literary
 outlet on 
campus doesn't
 mean it's par-
ticularly important. Just because 
the Reed provides public 
exposure  to 
heretofore unknown 
writers and 
artists doesn't mean it has
 value. 
Just because the Reed represents
 a 
34-year old literary tradition here at 
SJSU doesn't mean it's necessary. 
What I want to know now is what 
Daily 
Policy  
The policy  
of the Spartan Daily 
regarding letters and material sub-
mitted from individuals or organiza-
tions outside of the Spartan Daily 
staff is as 
follows:  
Letters 
 Letters should be submitted at the 
Daily office (JC 208) between 9 a.m. 
and 5 p.m. weekdays or by mail to 
the Forum Page, 
do the Spartan 
Daily, San Jose State University, 125 
S. 
Seventh
 St., San Jose, CA 95192. 
 All letters must include the writ-
er's signature, major, class 
stand-
ing, address and telephone 
number.
 
Only the name, major and class 
standing will be printed. 
 The Spartan Daily 
reserves the 
right to limit the number of letters 
on a 
given  topic after a sufficient 
amount of comment as 
appeared.  
 The Spartan Daily 
reserves  the 
right to edit for length. 
Forum 
 The intent of the Spartan Daily 
Forum Page is to 
present  a variety 
of viewpoints on issues affecting the 
university community. 
 Comments, columns and editor-




 Editorials reflect the position of 
the Daily. Opinion columns express 
the views of the writer or organiza-
tion and will appear with a byline at-
tributing the article accordingly. 
 The Daily encourages reader com-
ments regarding  edito.-ials, opinions 














































Daily  reserves the
 
right to limit, 
rewrite
 and edit press
 
releases  for length, 
style, invasion of 
privacy
 or libel. 
I can do to help. 
I'm sure the next
 
step is to influence
 the office of 
student 
affairs to close 
the Union 
Gallery  
I'm sure the 
Bike  Shop 
could use the 
extra space. 
Natasha
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by Hilary Hann 
There 
is





under a few 
tall redwood 
trees,  on a 
triangle 
between
 the Old 
Science 






is a modest 
and 
serene  refuge 
for
 students 
who want to 
take
 a few 
minutes 
out  of the hu.stle 
and bustle of life and 
meditate or reflect. 
Although its patronage 
is fairly 
uneventful  now, at 
times in the
 past it has been 
the focal point 
of con-
troversy and interest. 




Bailey, class of '42, was 
killed in action in 
World  
War II. His 
parents, both 
SJSU graduates, suggested 
a chapel be constructed as 
a tribute to the war efforts 
of all those SJSU students 
who were overseas. 
In 1949, a site was 








Nearly 10 years after it 
was first  suggested, a 
pleasant building done in 
Spanish 
architecture  of 
wood and with a brick tile 
roof was dedicated
 on 
March 28, 1952. 
University President 
Thomas MacQuarrie said 
in his opening address at 
the chapel's dedication: "I 
am glad to accept a gift 
which represents the 
highest values in life at a 
time when many influences 
are at 
work to tear down 
the lives of young people." 
Although the building 
was originally dedicated as 
the 
Campus Memorial 






In June of 1977, then-
SJSU president John 
Bunzel renamed it the 
Spartan 
Memorial  as a 
result of a university legal 
adviser's report which 
declared it unconstitutional 
for a religious group to 
meet in a chapel on 
campus.
 
The controversy began 
when the American Civil 
Liberties Union board of 
directors lodged a corn -
which
 prohibits the use 
of
 






 prohibited from 




 This is prac-







separation of church and 
state should be maintained. 
In 1966, the structure 
began
 total]
 victim to age 
and some renovation  was 
Machinery 
Corporation,  
given to the university by 
Mrs. John Crummy, and 




added to the 
front of the 
Memorial in 1966. 




Powers said he used an 
unusual technique in 
making the
 windows: in-
stead of each 
piece of 










































activities  on public 
property 






permitting  such 
a 
group to 
use  the 






from  the 
state constitution















Second  class postage
 

























































































done. New red carpeting with lead, he used epoxy 
was installed, the walls glue to attach them to four 
painted and panelled and panels of heavy 
plate  glass. 












furniture and an 
organ  he said. 
were also added. 





 of red, 
associate dean of 
student
 orange and yellow 
glass he 
activities at that time, saw used gives someone 
looking  
the need for "an at- at it the emotional impact 
mosphere of calmness, of lighting and soaring. He 





one can develop a personal 
emotional impact of being 
philosophy  a way of in a dark space and
 sud-
living
 and thinking." 
denly being 




 burst of red
-orange light. 
stock in the Food 












PEGRAM   
















 the campus 
political event









 of your 




represent you before 
the 
administration 
of this University. 
Vote
 on April 22nd
 or 23rd at the 
following 
locations:  
 Student Union 10:00
 - 8:30 p.m. 










































at the rear of 
the  building, 
added just last year, which 
credits Powers with having
 





 came 15 
years late 
in an unlikely 
way. 
Past SJSU president 
Robert Clark 
last year saw 
a picture of the windows in 
a book which
 had the artist 
listed as "unknown."
 
Clark knew this to be 
untrue, that
 the artist was 





Contained in a glass 
case in the front of the 
Memorial are four 
American service flags 









were  overlayed 
in gold to 
signify 204
 students who 
died in the
 war effort. 
The
 flags are on record 
as 







 men are 
sealed 
in the cornerstone 
of 
the 
Memorial  building. 
Outside of 
private 
reflection,  the Memorial
 is 
used today















The Memorial is open 
from 
7 a.m. to 
10 p.m., 
Monday 
through  Friday. 
Weddings, the most 
frequently -held ceremoni-
es in the building, average 
about 
40






may  use the 
facility to get 
married  in. 
A headline years ago 
boasted
 the $10 fee it costs 
to get married
 in the 
Memorial as "the best deal 
this side of Reno." 
Even the $60, which it 
costs  to use the facility 
today, may still be a good 
deal.  
Nancy  Collard, a 
former SJSU student who 
will be married in the 
Memorial in June 7, 
chose 





is not a 
member 
of any church. 
"We planned on in-
viting a 
small group of 
people and the Memorial 
seemed a cozy place to 
have a 
wedding,"  Collard 
said. 
Beulah Morris, 55, who 
has worked for SJSU 23 
years, has spent 
18 of those 
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Morris' function has 
been to make preparations
 
like 










 the ceremony, 
standing
 by in case 
the 
patrons
 need anything or 
anything 
should  go wrong. 
Morris has seen a lot of 
change in ceremonies over 
the year. 
"Most of them don't do 
the 'til 
death  do us part' bit 
any more," Morris said. 
Many of the ceremonies 
are 
very informal, 
although she still enjoys
 
the formal 
ones  where the 
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ter of an inch of rain 
flooded several campus 
areas Monday. 
Four
 feet of water flooded 




 to workmen, the 
drains on 
Seventh Street 
Monday night were 
clogged
 
and the water leaked
 down 
into the building's 
basement.
 








He said the transformer
 
was operating 
under  water, 









were  called 
in at 8 
Monday  night 
and pumped the
 water 
out in "two to three 





 were the 
only  items 















 student passes 



















 as cars, had to take to the
 streets,














 at the 




from  the spring 
storm













The San Jose Ear-
thquakes face a team in a 
very 
similar predicament 
as themselves tonight at 
Spartan Stadium, 
the 
Edmonton  Drillers, in an 8 
p.m. match. 
This game 




make-up for the flooded out 






holders that the 
tickets
 marked April 12 are 
the ones 
to be used in 
tonight's
 game. 
The Drillers, 8-22 last 






secutive  games 




 also finished 
1979 with





 effort to change
 
things, 
the Drillers hired 
1979 NASI 
coach  of the the 
- 




 goalie Mike 
Hewitt  makes 
mates  will try 
and keep the






at 8 p.m. 
- 
year Timo Leikoski from 
the Houston Hurricane. 
Leikoski led a team which 
was predicted for a low 
finish to an impressive
 22-8 










Leikoski quit the Hurricane 
over a contract dispute, 
and  was quickly signed by 
the Drillers. 
Leikoski  raised a fuss 
in the local media when
 he 
was in town for the can-
celled game about tonight 










by Da yai 
Flemare  
one of his 
five  saves in Saturday 
night's
 1 -0 loss to Seattle. 
Hewitt's  
side of the field when 
they host the Edmonton Drillers 






protest this to 
the 
nth  degree," Leikoski 
had 
promised. When 
threatened by the NASI. 
with a $100,000 fine if his 
team failed to appear, 
I.eikoski's protests ap-
parently
 fell on deaf ears. 
Edmonton dropped its 
only 
game  played thus far
 
to 
Leikoski's  old mates in 
Houston,
 2-1, Saturday 
night. 
Meanwhile,  the Ear-
thquakes, 
winless  in two 
outings, look 
not only for 
their first victory
 but for 
their first goal in 
tonight's 
action.  
With five new starters
 
on
 the field for the first 
time in the Quakes' 1-0 loss 
Saturday  night to 
Seattle,  
the 
lack of teamwork 
showed
 in a non -offensive 
display.
 
In 90 minutes 
of
 soccer 
"action,"  the Quakes of-
fense gave Seattle goalie 
Jack Brand a relatively 
easy night, forcing him to 




 that the arrival of 
George
 Best, who was 
scheduled  to arrive at 
midnight
 last night, will 
bolster 
the  team's of-
fensive woes. 
Best will
 be given a 
free role on 
the field, ac-





a teammate of 
Best's for eight 
seasons  on 


























by Jon Bloom 
Without pulling any punches, last season was a 
defensive disaster for the SJSU football team. 
Injuries and inexperience 
plagued
 the Spartans 
 throughout last 
year's  campaign in which the defensive 
crew
 allowed a generous 370 total yards per contest. 
SJSU suffered through the year using a 4-3 defensive 
alignment that saw the employment of four "down" 
linemen 
and  three linebackers. 
This defensive strategy was severely put to the test
 
after starting riiidtile linebacker John Kulusich went down 
with a knee injury after the California game and 
Cheyenne Tuufuli fell almost immediately after him. 
We
 were hurt by a 
combination  of things last 
season," 
defensive  coordinator Lon 
Troxel
 said yesterday 
as heavy rains  
forced
 the cancellation of 
outdoor  practice. 
"Of course the injuries hurt and we 
had  a lot of 
inexperienced people out there. Once we had two fresh-
men starting at one time,
 but we were very poor on the 
defensive line before the season began. And we knew it." 
Troxel, head coach Jack Elway and the rest of the 
SJSU staff are not about to let history repeat itself on the 
defensive side
 of the coin. 
The "4-3" is now a thing of the past with the Spartan 
Eagle defense filling its shoes. 
The 
Eagle  is designed to 
overplay
 the strength of the 
offensive 
formation,  usually 
the side that the 




 linemen, two 
key inside 
linebackers
 and two outside 




In the Eagle the 
two  outside linebackers, or 
"defensive ends" as 
they
 are called, are in a "two point" 
or "up" stance and the














































































































until Friday, May 2 to 
travel to Stockton 
and  meet 
the Tigers
 in a rescheduled 
match. 
toward 
the  offensive 
tight end. 
The design of the 
Eagle frees the 
all-important  inside 
linebackers  as 
the  offensive line
 has to double 
team the 
noseguard,  who holds
 down the middle





 Troxel, the Eagle is a 
more efficient 
strategy,  as the four
-man
 line "doesn't lend
 itself to 
pursuit." 
The  Eagle, however,
 with the inside 
linebackers  
supposedly  freed by the 
double




able to be a solid force 
against  the run. 
"If 
they  ( the inside 
linebackers)  aren't







Troxel is counting heavily
 on the return of the 6-2, 225-
pound 
Kulusich  to fill the left inside 
position as well as 
another strong 
contribution from last 
season's Spartan 
defensive player
 of the year, Tuufuli. 
"Those two are 
very close in ability and both have 
played well so far 
in practice," Troxel said. 
Newcomer
 Damon Keeve




 has forced a 
change
 in the depth chart
 after last 
Saturday's  scrimmage.
 
The 6-1, 220-pound Keeve has pushed his way ahead of 
last year's starter, Carl Hemby on the right 
side, who has 
not been playing up to the 
expectations  of the SJSU staff. 
"Up until this point, Hemby had 
been
 our starter," 
Troxel said. "But anything could happen from
 now until 
the time spring practice is over." 
The "defensive 
ends" or outside 
linebackers should 
be a stellar group 
with  returning veterans 
Bill Benjamin 
on the 
right  side and Jeff 






"improved  a great 
deal in spring practice,"
 according to Troxel, 
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pressee.  by Eric lane. 
Troxel
 is also 
high






















 over to 
SJSU. 
Depth  will be on the side of 























"I think we 





 said. "We 
should  be much
 improved 
against the pass 
and we'll be able 
to stop the run." 
Get the edge! Prepare to take the 
GRE 
Graduate
 Record Exam 
Saturdays, May 10 -June 7, 1980 
9 
a.m.-1  230 
P.m. 
Business Classroom Bldg 
015,
 SJSU campus 
Total cost Is $60 
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Journalism




















 TOSHI MORI - Japan 17898) is one 
of the mans  

















fellow Yugoslav Vasa 
Rutonjski 




 suffered a 
broken nose and con-




from a taxing 
plane flight from 
Scotland, 
Best should start as 
either
 
a forward or midfielder, 
most likely in place of Alfie 
Conn. 
The Drillers' 
top  stars 
in their defeat Saturday 
night were Jan Goossens, 
who scored their only goal, 
and goalie John Baretta, an 




team's  top hold-
over is their leading scorer 
from 








days of rain have 
caused the 
playing field at 
Spartan Stadium to be in 
less than ideal condition. 
The perimeter of the 






cause a muddy game 
tonight. 
When the 
water  was 
turned off 























 alter the 
stadium was 
flooded, it was 
done 
so well that the field 
hasn't 
had water since. 
This caused 
a very 




by members of both team. 









goalie, was about the
 only 
one who didn't 
complain 




conditions,"  he laughed. 
Quakes
 officials had 
looked upon 
the rain when 
it began Monday as 
a 
blessing because it would 

















































































































































































































by Catherine Cassidy 
They were having all kinds of problems. 
They were rather uncomfortable playing golf 
in a sweltering Phoenix heat, and they ended 
up shooting a score 
good  for only third place 
in a tournament they could have 
won.
 
Not too impressive. But maybe enough. 
Although they did not 
finish  the tour-
nament
 with the first -place trophy they were 
hoping to receive, the Lady Spartan golfers 
turned in a performance 
in the Lady Sun 
Devil tournament in Phoenix last week that 
may have boosted them to the top national 




Mark  Gale. 
"It didn't look like a really impressive 
showing, but we still should be ranked No. 1 in 
the next golf coaches' poll," 
Gale  said. 
SJSU took the backseat to host Arizona 
State and neighboring University of Arizona, 
which took first and second respectively in 
the Lady Sun Devil engagement. 
But Gale indicated that although Arizona 
State, previously ranked third nationally,  
pulled in ahead of the Spartans in Phoenix, 
the Spartans may still have the advantage. 
"We have 
beaten




 they have 
only 















































help  you 






State  picked 
up the 
tournament  
first  honor 
by shooting
 a final

















 up all 
of




















booted  itself 
right out 
of 
















they  have 
















San Jose's Hank 
Williams is practicing his posing routine for Saturday 
night's West Coast bodybuilding 
championships
 at Morris Dailey 
Auditorium. 
Bulging






 will be 
the 
















will be a 







Dave Johns, 1977 Mr. 
America and 
1978 Amateur 


























































































Steve McCarl, a 33 -






 for the 
title. 





































 for his 
lack 
of











 That is 
a 
term which 
comes from a 
total absence




hard  training 
and









be in the run-








LePennington  Dean ( 1978 
Bay
















Estrada  1980 










winner  of 
the  medium 
height  class
 in 
the  USA 
















































































triumph  in 

















Carroll,  originally 
from 























Johns, a probation 
officer from 







 but is one of 
the strongest 
men in the 
world.  
Johns recently com-
peted on the CBS -TV 
weekly series the "World's 
Strongest
 Man," in which 
he competed with other 
behemoths, most of which 
weighed
 well over 300-
pounds, and held 
his  own. 
Paul
 Love, meet 
director and chairman
 of 
the Northern California 
Fitness 
Association  usually 
puts on 2-3 show:, per year 
in San Jose. 
Only 1,000 
tickets will 




 of Morris 
Dailey Auditorium.
 This 
contest sold-out Morris 
Dailey last year. 
Tulsa ladies 
have been in 

















 with the anticipation
 of taking over 
the No.
 1 spot resulting from 
the tournament, 
Gale 




his  team's 
performance




 to several 
factors.
 
"The course was just
 a very boring 
course,"  Gale said. "The 
holes were all very 
similar and it took 
an extra amount of con-
centration to get 






 he said, was mainly 
geared 
for tourists to 
the Phoenix area. 
"I
 don't know 
why," he added,
 "but we always 
seem to do 
much better 
on a more difficult 
course.  This 
one was 
very flat and unimaginative."
 
He also blamed the Lady 
Spartans'  slump 
on 
a lack of playing time 





 very eager to play,"
 he said. 
"But there
 was just too much 
of a lag between 
big matches.
 We needed the 












Golfer  Juli Ordonez and her Lady Spartans may be ranked No. 1 in the 
nation 
following their third -place finish in the Lady Sun Devil tournament. 
Menges
 
reflects  in the
 rain 
by Jeff Morris 



















 started at 
2:30,  will be 
played
 today 
























 3 -Si and Jay 
Brazil (7-2),"
 Menges said 


















































need a good 
performance
 out of all my 
pitchers because Reno 
hits  
the ball well, especially at 
home," said Menges, who 
also indicated that 
he still 
is not sure if Starting 
catcher Mike Valentin will 
be ready for the series 
against the Wolfpack. 
"I'd love to have Mike 
back, but our other cat-
cher, Robert Cardona, is 
playing very well 
lately.
 I 
think he did a damn good 
job last weekend," Menges 
said, referring to 
Car-
donas' eight put-outs in last 
Bliss remains stable 
after
 swim accident 
Former SJSU hurdler Gordon Bliss remains
 in Mills 
Memorial Hospital after  a swimming pool accident left 
him with a broken neck. 
Bliss 
fractured the fifth cervical vertibrae in his 
neck  
while 
diving, but will not be 
paralyzed,
 according to 
Spartan  coach Dave Shrock. 
"Gordon is very, very fortunate," Shrock said.
 "His 
injury could have been 
potentially  dangerous. One 
militneter to either side could have 
killed  him." 
Bliss is 
scheduled  to be put in a 
halo cast to help 
support his neck along
 with a body cast from
 the waist up. 
The hurdler, who was supposed to be one of the 
mainstays of the Spartan team, left the squad earlier this 
season after failing to reach expected goals. 
Bliss  was far off the 
pace in the 400 
meter  in-
termediate
 hurdles where his 
best
 time of the year, 59.3, 
was over six 
seconds  slower than 





















































Tonight Only 7 



























 not mind 
that the 
game  was post-
poned, explaining that 
the 
team plays better on a 
daily basis. 
SJSU leaves 
tomorrow for Reno 
for 
Friday's game. 
"I wish somebody 
would tell 
us to play or 
not,"



















throughout  the 
dugout as 
players 
bemoaned  the 
fact
 
that  they 
had  to wait 
15 
minutes past 
the  scheduled 
start before 
Cardinal  head 
coach Mark





 or not 
to go 
ahead with the 
con-
test. 
When it was confirmed 
that the game would be 
postponed until today, the
 
SJSU players erupted from 
the dugout to rush back to 
the waiting team buses. 
With the decision to 
cancel 
the game official, 
Menges  returned his 
thoughts






are  a lot of 
distractions
 up there and a 
lot of teams go out on the 







casinos  and other 
tourist 
attractions  in Reno. 
Although Marguess 
would not say 
for certain, 
he hinted that Bill Miganno 
would start for the Cards. 
Miganno sports a 7-3 record 
for the 24-17 Cards. His 
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Party  Favors* 
48t
 






A Workshop on 
May 3rd. 
10
 to 5 
Los Paseos School 
in 
Morgan  Hill 










   
# 38 *2 
1 
Student I.D. required 
April






HOTEL ST. CLAIRE BALLROOM 


























































































 to the 
bakery  
in






















 vote for 
all  A.S. 
positions 
including 
the  newly 






who  are 
currently
 running 
for each of 
the 
12 Board of 













Students  for 
Action.  






Students  for 








 - Students for 
Change (SFC) 
Mark  Meador 
- Students 
for  Action, 





California  State Affairs
 
Steve Augusto - 
Engineering
 Students Union (ESU)
 
Mark Galbo - 
Students for Change 
(SFC)  
Nancy  E. McFadden - 
Students
 for Action, Access 
and Accountability (SFA) 
Director of Communications (formerly the 
paid position 
of A.S. Public Information Officer): 
Tony Combs - Students for 
Democratic  Action (SDA ) 
Eric Green - Students 




John S. Martin - Engineering Students Union 
(ESU)  














book, and world series programs.
 
a  phi, statues,
 sports 
memorabilia. QUICK CASH. See Or. 
Lapin, Bus. Tower
 763, or  call 137 
0191. 
STUDENT Dental 
Plan.  Take care 
of your mouth and save money too --
Enroll now!! information at A.S. 






Center is open this semester Wed., 
II am-7pm and Sat. 
and  Sun., 10am. 
thin. We 
collect  newspaper, card-
board, glass, aluminum and tin 
cans, (please flatten), 
motor  oil and 
automobile 
batteries.  We're across 
from Spartan Stadium on the corner
 
of S. 7th and 
Humbolt  Sts. Bring 
your recyClables
 and come out and 
support us. Volunteers welcome. 
BE 
ERMAKING  
OUR kit selling 
for 529.95 makes 9 
gallons of delicious brew, 
and then 
75 
cents per 6 pack 
after  that. 
Simple 
instructions  and 
top 
quality  
ingredients make EVERY customer
 
a success 
EVERY  TIME 
Your 
friends will 
insist in coming to 
YOUR 








malt beer with 5 
percent
 alcohol and 
not have 
to go out to 
buy it We'll 
give you individual 






more with yo 
on Friday nights
 from 7 to 10 in 
the 
Beermakers
 Pub, net 
door  to the 
store. 
BEERMAK 
ERS OF AMERICA 
1040 N. 4th Street 
San Jose, 2E36447 
Store open: Wed. thru
 Sat.,  Pam. to 
6 p.m., 4 days. 
ARE you 
graduating? What better 
time to have a 
beautiful award 
winning  color portrait created by 
John Eric Paulson. Call









and gay men. GSU provides a blend 
Of
 social
 and educational activities 
which give lesbians and gay men the
 
opportunity to meet, learn about 




 issues. We meet in 
the S.U. at 1 p.m. every 
Thurs. in 
Council
 Chambers. Lesbian Caucus 
meets 7:30 p.m. Wednesdays in the 




 on any of our events, Call 
279 -GAYS. 
E VANGELICALS 
Concerned  has a 
Bible study for gay men and 
women. 
Wednesdays 2276 Maywood Ave. 
P.O. 




SJSU COUNSELING Services: 
Available to all students who
 would 
like help with 
vocational,  personal 
or
 academic concerns. Come see us 
in our new office in Room 723, Ad -
mini aaaaa ion 
Building. 7th and San 
Fernando 
streets.  Call 277.2944. 
CALL 
the School of Ballet Arts 
Inc
 
into in classes at new spacious 
studio 1166 Lincoln ave. 
Auditions
 
tor upcoming performances Call 
991 2416 or 2116-6114. 
SKI CLUB Is electing  new 
officers  on 
Thursday,  May I at 
7:30
 p.m. in 
Engineering 132. Make yourself 
heard! 
The  last weekend trip of the 
year is April 
10-20 to Northshore. 
























 CLUB: Jim Sterne will 
. speak
 
on the "Gal   
Islands"  
on April 22 at 7:30 p.m. in the S.U. 
Guadalupe Room. Information 
concerning  weekend and summer 
backpack trips, dayhikes,  mountain 
climbing
 expeditions,
 softball and 
volleyball games. bike trips, etc., 
may 
be obtained at our April 22 
meeting. For ladies who wish to 
be 
escorted to 


















only legal way. 
Full




















































 Luxus cue. New 
paint,  vinyl 
fop. AC, PS,





51,695. Call 494.6204. 





1900er offer. Calf 2111.7010. 
'64 VW BUG.
 Kronen? running 
Condition. Needs minor body work. 
Sunroof. 075/of ler. Jim 654-0323 
SHREDDED FOAM
 RUBBER 65 
cents 
per  lb. No Unlit. Call 
293-3954. 
TWIN beds:
 One maple, 030. 
One 
vinyl headboard,
 020. Both have 
mattresses.
 Call (415) 79053111. 





 Precision with Case.
 
Walnut  finish, excellent
 condition. 
5375 or offer.
 Call 267.3966. 
3 bedroom home 
near SJSU campus. 
Asking $118,000. 
Owner can help 
finance. 









size  sleeper. 673 or 
best offer. Phone 286-1280






 Righting Line 
$1175. 
Dave 377-2059 
FANTASTIC  AK Al 
reel
 to reit Auto -
reverse.
 Phillips 312 turntable.
 Clued 
power amp. 50W/CH.














WORK available now in 
Southwest  
San Jose, Eastside,  Cupertino, 








No. 2215 or call 297-4644. Over IL 
own car, 
CAB drivers needed. 
Full and part-
time drivers 
and dispatchers. Must 
be 25 years of  age or 
Older.
 Male and 
fernaie All shifts available Call 





 Sailing Exped tons. 





worldwide! Send 54.95 for ap 
plication, info. referrals to 
CRUISEWOR LI) 20, 2535 Wan Ave.. 







Little exp. Fantastic Tips! Pay! 




 rafting, etc. Send 
$4.95 for application, information,
 
referrals to 
Lakeworld  20, Box 60129, 
2535 







fun ... Last 
Round up ride  ors . 
Security, 
Sales.  Immediate 
part  
time  
openings, full time 
summer.
 Apply 
NOW. FRONTIER VILLAGE 
AMUSEMENT 




EXCELLENT pay and 
/linable 
hours.
 Nursing and clerical
 per-
sonnel 
needed.  Aides 54/hr., LVN's 
$11/hr., RN's $9/hr. 
Clerical at 
various
  . 
Some experience 
needed. 
Call  New Horizons at 244-
5552. 
MEN) WOMEN! Jobs on Ships! 
American, foreign.
 No experience 









for information to SEAFAX, 
Dept. C-6, First
 nod
 Laurel   
Port Angeles, Washington 011362, 
THE House
 of Genii in San Jose is 
looking for  
TEPPAN-
 YAK I COOK 
for a Japanese
 steak house. C11 
(4011) 
2116.4139
 alter 5 












 to 34 years 01 age, 2 years
 of 
college.

















 to assist in 
teaching remedial reading pprox 
I5.ro hrs. per week. Must io 
available all S days Mon. thru Fri. 
between 1 and 7 p.m. Must be ex-
cellent muter. Will train. 53.25/11, 
Call Mrs. 
Spencer at 2571009. 
DELI OPENING 
Sandwich 
m   and checkers
 
needed. Full or part time, weekends. 
5 miles from campus In Milpitas 





JOB FOR YOU! If you ,have at least 
II hours  week to  , KELLY can 
put you to work NOW! You'll have
 
plenty of 
time for classes and social
 
life
 by working when 
and  where you 
want to. It 
takes  lust one interview 
In our 
office, and you'll with,  Tic
 
rest
 of your tnt   lob 
assignments 
by phone. Stop in 
today. No appt. nitc   
KELLY 
SERVICES, 







 Stevens Creek. 
Call 244. 
0474
 or  3315 Almaden 
Expwy (cor. 
4throden/Hillsdale)







cashiers  at 
The Bedroom. Good 









 MF, 104 
p.m.  
B USBOY/WAITER
 positions open. 
B xperience 
preferred,
 will train. 
Call
 3774624 after 3 p.m. 
JOBS IN ALASKA. Summer or year 
round. 
Good
 pay. MOO to $2,000 
monthly. All fields: parks, fisheries,
 
teaching,  oil industry and more! 
1900 employer 
listings.  For in-
formation,  send 53 to AlaSCO. Box 
2400 (6515 Sabado Tarde, No,  3), 
Goleta, CA 93011. 
EASY extra
 income: 1500 to 51,000 
guaranteed stuffing 
envelopes.  Send 
self addressed, 






 Shrine Pl., Los 
Angeles,  CA 
90007
 
RADIO time sales. Sell 
for top 
stations in California Join
 a fast 
growing, dynamic 
organitation  with 
12 
years 
experience Top con, 
missionspaid
 in advance. 5 hour day. 




 students wanted. 
Industrious, active, to 
develop sales 
ga zat o to
 5 F. Chronicle and 
Examiner. 





 Can earn 5100 to 5300 per 
week. Year round 




AIDE. 6 1/2 
hrs/day
 I days/wk. $4.25/hr
 plus 
benefits. Start May 19, 1910. Direct
 
service




 delayed children. 




Children's Center, 4300 










porary  for filing, cleaning office and 
instrucments.
 Eperoenced Or 
quickly 
master new skills? 
Please  
call










 linen, maid ser-




to SAS per wk. 
single.
 177 










color  TV, linen 
and  maid 
service, fireplace, 






 202 South 
If lb 
Street.
 Office 127 North






wanted to share 
2 
berm,. 35.. apt. near 
Westgate.  10-
13 min, from campus. 
0175
 plus 1/2 
utilities.
 Includes pool and 
laundry 
facilities.  Call 
257.8936









COUPLE  with 
child  to share 4 
Mimi. 
house near campus with caliph 
with  
child. 
SHARE:  11 child care, 21 co-
op 
food buying, 31 
Cable TV and 
fireplace, 41 patio, private
 
Yard and 
  and 31 
utilities  and 
reaporisibilities.
 1300 per month.
 
Exchange 
references. Call Don or 
Pat at 395-7431. 
ROOMIE wanted:
 Real nice 2 
brims,  7 ba . 
apt.
 10 min, from 
school. 
Pool, sauna, rec. 
room, 
tennis. lam an 











 needed to share 
new  
berm, house 10 
min. from SJSU. 
$200  
mo. plus 




SALE, William St. 
Park am. 3 br. 1
 
ha.
 Form Din., 
Kit. w  . 
nook.) car gar, 
w/Ig.  
shop  rm. Part. 
basmt.  Prof. decor. 
5100,002.  Call 266-2167 
ROOM for 
rent to  foreign 
student 
In
 the home of an 
American  family. 
Call
 866-7205 eves. 




brm.,  7 ha. apt., 
10 min fronts 
chool. 
Pool,   , 
rec,
 room. 
tennis. I am an 
Aero
 Bernier. Must 
be ove 21 
and neat. 5175/mo.
 Call Sal 
at 294-7347. 
PART FURN 2 
hr. Victorian apt. I 
blk. Science Bldg. upstalro, 2 people, 
refs, 408






and  Found 













 to   
Specialist.  
Confidential,

















 , call 2,1-2306. 
DO 
YOU  WANT 
some
 advt.? Do 
you want




to get someone 
elses 
opinion? 
Then write: Dear John. 
Now  you can 
net
 "A 
man's point of 
view. Include any
 name and address 
you choose. 
All  replies are 
mailed  to 
you and 




So, for advice. write Dear
 
John, P.O. Box 








Happy  B -day to (a 1 
Super Woman. Thanks for making 
me smile, it's good to see your 
smiling 
face
 any time. Love ye. 
R.M.
 P.S., watch out for 
those  small 










Sorry  abfrof 
the 














 rrrrr . tone 4/24! 
A GRADUATE 




 Please call 






 AND HAULING. Have 
large 
truck.






























photographs by John Eric Paulson. 
Photography are thpressions of 
love, soft, elegant 
and  universally 
understood.
 For Me finest 
award  
winning photography,  Call




Jose State English Department 
Writing 
Laboratory
 will help 
students with 
thew writing skilth. 
sentnces, 
organization, 
term  paper work. 
Come
 in early in your
 writing 
process. E ape,.
 *need tutors 
will  
advise you. HOURS:





















 Dare, a man 
In
 * 
cake. For bachlerette, 
birthday 

















service with nearly 
*6 
brands of 
stereo  com rrrrrr s, 
compacts, portables
 and accessories 
for the
 car, home, stage or 
shodlo.  
Also. TV's, proleCtien 
thrtenro, 
video  rerordericarn,
 and fames. All
 
items
 new In factory 
sealed  cartons 
Bob Fudenna - Students for Change (SFC: 
Tony Lustag - Engineering Students 
Union  I ESU: 
Director of Ethnic Affairs: 












Peyman Hooshmand Had - Students for Change 
(SFC) 




Sharon Maureen (YConner 




Director of Personnel: 
Larry Brightwell - Students for Action, Access and 
Accountability (SFA) 






 for Change (SFC ) 
Director of Sponsored Programs: 
Bob McAnulla - Engineering Students Union ( ESU ) 
with full manufacture
 warranty. 30 
day defective mchange with op 
Nona!  







to your door in 4 to II 






 10. Ask lor KEN, Look
 to A.S. 
for 








 HAS ITI 
SAVE THIS ADII I 
B efore you purchase any hill. car 








brands of equipment. 
Good  prices 
available
 on just about 
EVERYTHING. Correct, honest 
information given on performance.
 
qualify, etc. We 
manufacture
 
acomplete line of quality loud-
speakers  and kits WHOLESALE
 to 






Mat  ir..-st of the 
highly popular and advertised 
systems use 1)0 at 
1/3 to 1/2 the cost. 
Full minder?   warranty with 
local sry ice Showroom and 
manufacturing
 facilities in San Jose, 
Sounds
 Unique, 3620793. Open Tints -
Fri., 1-6,
 Sat., neowS. 
Travel
 
B UDGET FLIGHTS MO. Domestic 
and 
int  ronal let flights 
anywhere at discount fares.
 We also 
represent all
 charter  ions 
(including
 r   ... Hawaii ... 
Mthiro
 E   Asia ... Africa 
... Australia 
USA,  Travel Services 
roilable: 
International Student 
Identity Card issuance 
Student Rail and
 dritRail   
O   lob placement USA, 
Canada and Mexico   Youth 
Hostel Cards Student ships and 
troins ... I 
rrrrrr  est Wide
 
map 
selection Luggage backpacks 








Club  Med ... Open 7 
days: 
Mon -Fri, 9-6; Se rrrrr y, OS. 
Sunday,
 
neon -S  TRIP AND TRAVEL 
 ING COMPANY,
 Charter 
Travel Specialists. 044 E. William 
Street
 
11015 and Wm), San Jose. CA 
95)12. Call 14041 202-1413, 
INCREDIBLE   
ion bargain: 




 Provincial France for 
5290 (board, room,   to Paris 
included. Transportation  
I. 
Call 354.9135,  
SELLING TRIP TO TAHOE. 3 days,  




cludes one dinner and See in casino 
chips. Trip was first place prize.
 Will 






















 9 a.m. to 9 
p.m. 













In masters, reports, di  
Ions. 





 SRI, II, South San 
Jose,  Blossom 
Valley 
area.  Call 
Janet
 at 127-9525. 
TYPING: Teem
 papers, resumes, 
Ntrors, 
etc.  51/pg. 
and  up. IBM 
Correcting  













 IBM Selo, 
C11 252-0051. 
Wil=1EIEMIIIMOIMEIN=  
 IGENT TYPING 






Mew  Four Fthe Porta/ 
dal dapv dors dere Oars day 
3 lbws 
*200 270 2 
75










































Throe Line. One  Do,
 
gthieeter 



















term paws. etc. 








etc. Re rrrrr ble Call 














firm can handle 
anything 
from  one letter 
to
 large 




 work at 
 hle rates Call THE
 




accurate  typing/editing on 
Selectric II. Theses, etc. Words 


















Director of Students Rights 
and  Responsibilities: 
Ted Kelly - 








Director of Student Services: 
Michael Wangeman - Students for 
Action,
 Access and 
Accountability
 ( SFAI 
Academic Senate:
 (Vote for 3) 
David
 Andrade - Students
 for Change (SFC) 
















Michael T. Howell 
-Students






Reasonable rates. Call ()oldie at M-
OMS eves. before 10 p.m., or wends. 
BERKELEY Typing 
Agency 
Professional  services, reasonable 
rates. Open 10-5, M -F. Call 250 6706 
or stop by 414 E. William Street, 


















TYPING my home. Prof. IgM 
Signe. Call Sweat 
247-1902. 




cents per page. 
Call 
JoJo at 255 2761
 or leave 










Gayle  at 247 6079. 
PROFESSIONAL 
typing. 
 le  . Experienced. 
Deadlines guaranteed.
 Call 274.1975,  
NEED A TYPCST? All kinds of 
typing dove on an IBM Correcting 




















 TYPING. Ex 
periencecl.
 reasonable   
Fast. 
Call 
Jeannie  at 2701975. 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe 
1400 1 us Angeles






5  About: 





14 Kind of admiral 
15
 Eurasian range 
16 Ready for use 
17 Retinue 











































































64 Hebrides isle 




The  inevitable 
67 Say 
DOWN 





































































41 Forsakes a 
cause or party 
42 Popular
 name in 
Oslo 
43 Garbo role 
44 
Thrust  in fencing 
46 















of the Silents 










Sibilant  sound 
































approxtrnatelv  30 




Proof n me   
AddrInte    
City 







































































MI.MI,  is 
jointly  





















Activities  will 
include 






























 also be 











Sea,"  and 
"Diving  














who  will 
also











 is the 
second  
year

















































































List  this year 
will be 
































































 1975, and is a 
member of the national 
Women's Political Caucus, 
National  Organization for 
Women,
 and the 
Democratic  National 
Committee.







 the convocation 
address, a 
reception  for the 
scholars and 
their  families 
will be held in 
the Loma 









IS JUST tili4AT I NEED 
TO 
END 
















WOMEN JUST CAN'T 



























( API -- 
George 
Bush 
earned  an 






















She speaks of the disabled,  the 
victims,  conflicts, 
anxiety, pressure and tension - of mathematics. 
Her subject is math anxiety, the panic so 
many men 
and women feel when they are confronted
 with a math 
problem and think to 
themselves,  "There's no way I can 
solve this."
 
Sheila Tobias, an educator and author of "Over-
coming Math Anxiety," explained this widespread 
problem in an interview Tuesday.
 
Math anxiety can affect men, but the problem
 is 
rampant among women, she said. 
"Females tend to avoid math," which has which has 
career ramifications later in life. Consequently there are 
not many women in math -related fields such as physics, 
engineering and the financial side of business and 
management.
 
There is "no one point" at which math anxiety and 
then math avoidance begins, she said. However there are 
certain
 points where there tend to be "clusters" of math 
avoiders. There are the 
fifth,  sixth, ninth and 10th grades, 
as well as -many at 
the  pre-calculus" stage. 
To help treat the "math anxiety 
victims" Tobias 
started a consulting and training organization. 
The treatment is 
analogous to the 
treatment  of 
cancer, she said. "We 
deal with the symptoms. We help 
the victims get control over the problem." 
Tobias explained some
 of the conclusions her group 
has
 been able to draw. 
-People  experience stress in 
mathematics
 which interferes 




get back into the 
experiences.
 Why is the person
 
experiencing  stress? Where 
is the stress coming from?"
 
She
 added that there are
 a large number of 
people 
who experience
 conflict in doing
 mathematics. 
"They  
think it is 
masculine
 in nature, and 










 in other areas"
 who become 





 math disabled 
get upset with their
 errors," she 
said.  Students who do 
well
 in math, who Tobias 
called 
-the





















gives  a lead to 
people  who 













punishing.  The 
math-abled 





















 are or 
ought 
to
 be in 































Tobias received a federal grant
 this year to collect a 
directory of all the 
programs around the 
country  that help 
the math -disabled person. 
So far she has found 96, 
in-
cluding one
 at SJSU. 
The SJSU 
class,  Math 4, is taught 
by
 Prof. Leonard 
Feldman,  and has been 
offered four times in 
the last two 
and a half 
years.  This is tne first
 semester the class
 was 
not offered 
on an experimental 
basis,  and is now a 
definite  
part of the 
curriculum.  
"There are 
always  more 
females
 in the class,"
 
Feldman
 said, and 
this






compared  to 6 
men. 







Tobias  first realized
 the severity











feminism.  As an 
example of how
 big the 
problem
 of math 
avoidance is, 
she points to a 
study done 
on
 the 1972 en-
tering class
 at UC Berkeley. 
According
 to the 
study,  57 percent 
of the males 
had  
four years
 of high 
school
 math, 
compared  to only
 eight 
percent  of the females. 
Tobias 
spoke to about







Tau Delta Phi 
will pre-
s,,rit  a faculty forum 
on 
The
 Soviet Union in Per-
spective" today 
at 4 p.m. in 
the S.U. Costanoan 
Room.  
For 
information,  call 257-
5811. 





 3 p.m. in 
the coun-
cil chambers
 on the 
third 
level























seminar  today 
at 1:30 p.m. 





yl Allmen at 277-2816. 






from  9:30 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. on the sixth
 floor 
of Library North. For 
infor-






   




















































 at 14151 
581-7495.  
   
The 
Sailing Club will 
meet tonight at 6 in Dudley 
Moorehead Hall, room 167. 
For information, call Robin 
at 288-5256. 
   
AIESEC 
will  have a 
membership  
meeting and 




 today at 
5:30 
p.m.




























































group meeting at 7:30 
p.m. tomorrow night at 
Dudley 
Moorehead  Hall, 
room 231. For  information,
 
call Jeff Beatty at 292-2282. 









 Pub. For in-
formation, call
 Robert Wil-
kinson  at 293-3482.
 
   
Counseling Services is 
having a stress reduction 






































( 415 ) 
443-2962.
 




































































by about 2 -
to-1 in Philadelphia,
 where 
he had the 
support
 of 
Mayor William Green. 
But 










votes  loomed 
as a standoff



















 Bush alive." 
Seventy-seven
 Repub-


























































































































































Services Fair will be held
 
individuals.  
























 tests for anemia, 
eye exams, counseling and 
referral services will be 
available at the site for no 
charge. 
In addition, 
there  will 




istry test available for $7.
 
FESTIVAL  














anyone  who wishes to un- 
AND 
dergo









blood  test in-
cludes testing for diabetes, 
cholesterol levels, trigly-
cerides, kidney disease, 
liver
 disease, gout and 
syp-
hilis, among others. 
A series of similar
 

















San Francisco - 
San  Jose 





J.D.  - State Bar 
Exam  




Avenue  San Francisco,  CA 941,a 
(415) 221-1212  

























































10AM-7  30RM SAT 
10 














with this ad 
Reagan 
207,703  or 45 
percent. 
Rep. John Anderson 
was drawing 2 
percent  of 
the vote on write-ins. 
Republican 
delegates 
ran in their own 
names,  on 
what amounted
 to a 
mystery 
ballot.  The out-










































 - elected 
er 
seperately - while losing 
the preferential election. 
Bush sid






























Meeting  For 
SCIENTOLOGISTS  








Its stupid to 
pay  more when well 
make  high 
quality Xerox




And we reproduce dissertations on thesis 



















ssoc,ated Students Program 
Board of San Jose State 
Unlversity.  
in 














30, 8 PM 
at the 




 and Baboons" 
Tickets
 
are $3.50  














 Box Office, and the 
Associated  Students 
Business 
Office 



































 apt,  
dorm.  
 Keep 
present  job. 
 Expandable


























Santa Clara, CA 95050 






 is my check
 
or
 
money
 
order  
for
 $5.31
 
Name 
Address
 
City 
State  
Zip 
SJS 
